Value and Uncertainty in the
Pricing of New Health Interventions

Two Perspectives
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to the formulary for reimbursement, and at what price.
2. The company that owns the patent and is requesting that the
technology be added to the formulary for reimbursement.
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Motivating Example CADET-Hp Trial
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Double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group, multi-centre, randomized
controlled trial.

Patients with uninvestigated dyspepsia of at least moderate severity were
randomized between
T: Omeprazole 20 mg, metronidazole 500 mg and clarithromycin 250 mg
S: Omeprazole 20 mg, placebo metronidazole and placebo clarithromycin.
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Success was defined as the presence of no or minimal dyspepsia symptoms at
one year.

Total costs were determined from the societal perspective and are given in
Canadian dollars
dollars.
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Two Perspectives

Wrong Question

Is the condition that the incremental net benefit greater than 0; (i.e. e  c  P  0)
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sufficient to approve for reimbursement?
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2. The company, given the decision maker’s
maker s maximum
acceptable price, needs to determine if they should to gather

Equivalently is the condition that the ICER =

c  P

e

sufficient to approve for reimbursement?

more evidence to reduce the uncertainty and thus increase
the decision maker’s
maker s maximum acceptable price
price.

YES!
Trouble is: this is the right answer to the wrong question

Right Question

The right question

The decision makers cannot ignore the uncertainty

Is the condition ˆ e   ˆ c  P  0 sufficient to approve for reimbursement?
Equivalently, is the condition

The Cost of Ignoring Uncertainty

ˆ c  P
  sufficient to approve for reimbursement?
̂e

If they do then the company can set the price so that the probability
that the new technology is not cost-effective approaches 50%
So how is the uncertainty to be incorporated into the decision
making process?

NO, because it ignores the uncertainty.

Certainly not p-values, confidence intervals and all that other
nonsense associated with classical statistical approaches

Optimal decision making in the face of uncertainty requires the application of

The way forward is to apply Bayesian decision theory and
associated value of information methods

decision theory and the associated value of information methods

Sufficient Conditions Under Uncertainty

Value and Cost of New Evidence to the Decision Maker
Bayesian decision theory can be used to determine the value of additional
information (evidence) provided by a new study, referred to as the expected
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value of sample information (EVSId(n)), where n is the size of the study
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Let ETCd(n) be the expect total cost of the new study
Let ENGd(n) = EVSId(n) - ETCd(n)

and
The cost of any new evidence exceeds its value, from the
decision maker
maker’ss perspective

Let nd* maximize ENGd(n)
If ENG(nd* )  0 then the second condition is met and the new technology
shold be approved for reimbursement
On the other hand,
hand if ENG(nd* )  0 then approval should be refused and
additional evidence requested

EVSId(n) = Reduction of Expected OL/p times Number of patients  B(n ) 

EVSId(n) is the amount by which the new study reduces the
expected opportunity loss of the decision to approve for
reimbursement

EVSId(n) increases as the price (P) goes up
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Expected Cost of New Evidence to Decision Maker

Expected total cost to the decision maker of the new study is the
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Decision Maker’s Threshold Price

As P increases, EVSId(n) increases and ETCd(n) decreases

opportunity cost of delaying the decision
Therefore, as P increases, ENGd(n) = EVSId(n) - ETCd(n) increases

ETCd(n) = the number of patients denied the new technology
while the study is conducted times b0

Therefore, there exists a threshold price, denoted Pd0, such that if

P  Pd0 then ENGd (nd* )  0 and the optimum decision for the decision maker is to
delay the decision and request more evidence
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ETCd(n) decreases as the price (P) goes up
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where Pd1 is the decision maker’s post-study threshold price
ETCc (n )  Financial (n )  D(n )P
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Let nc* maximize ENGc (n )
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As P increases EVSIc (n ) decreases

Threshold Price to Company

Therefore, there exists a threshold price, denoted Pc0, such that if P  Pc0
then ENGc (nc* )  0 and the optimum decision for the company is to not to
submit for reimbursement approval,and perform study

ETCc (n )  Financial (n )  D(n )P

As P increases ETCc (n ) increases

On the other hand, if P  Pc0 then ENGc (nc* )  0 and the optimum decision
for the company is to submit for reimbursement approval
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As P increases ENGc (n ) decreases
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Pd0 is the maximum price acceptable to the decision maker
Pc0 is the minimum price acceptable to the company
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The Threshold Prices Interact
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On the other hand, if Pd0  Pc0 then no price is acceptable to both,
and at the maximum price the company can get (i.e. Pd0 ),

EVSIc (n )

ENGc ( nc* )  0 . Therefore optimal decision for the company is to

delay submission and perform study of size nc*

n

CADET-Hp Trial

CADET-Hp Trial
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CADET-Hp Trial
Other Issues

 Risk neutral versus risk aversion
 Bias
 Random effects
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 Global Trials
 Risk Sharing
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Summary I

Additional evidence has value to both:
Decision maker: reduces expected opportunity loss.

Summary II

Given current level of evidence the decision maker and the company
each have a threshold price

The company: increases “acceptable” price to the decision maker.
If the decision maker’s
maker s exceeds the company’s
company s then current evidence

Additional evidence has cost to both:

is sufficient for reimbursement

Decision maker: opportunity costs.
The company: financial costs and lost revenue.

Otherwise, the company should get more evidence prior to submitting
for reimbursement approval, or the decision maker should request
more evidence prior to approval
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